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Abstract. Nanoparticles represent an alternative to viral vectors for genetic material transfer to the nervous system. However,
to increase transfection efficiency in the central nervous system and to decrease toxicity, the design of nanoparticles needs to be
improved to enhance blood-brain barrier crossing and endosomal escape. This paper reviews the strategies used to solve these
difficulties and covers the use of various nanoparticles including natural inorganic particles, natural polymers, cationic lipids,
polyethylenimine derivatives, dendrimers, and carbon-based nanoparticles. The effectiveness, both in vivo and in vitro, of each
method to deliver genetic material to neural tissue is discussed.
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Gene therapy can be described as the introduction
of a functional gene into cells with a defective gene
in order to treat diseases of genetic origin. However, a
broader description would include the introduction of
exogenous genetic material, either DNA, RNA interference (RNAi), or small interfering RNA (siRNA), to
modify the signaling pathways of a given cell [1].
One of the main challenges to understanding the role
of certain proteins in the mechanisms involved in neuronal physiology and pathology consists of selectively
removing the target proteins to study their lack-offunction effects or, alternatively, over-express them
to explore their function. For many years, the typical approach has consisted of generating knock-out
mice who lack the target protein [2], but this is a time
consuming method and, sometimes, the function of the
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removed protein can be replaced by another protein
during development, a phenomenon known as redundancy that leads to a lack of phenotype, making it
difficult to draw conclusions from the experiments performed in those animals. A more complex approach
consists of generating conditional knock down or
knock-in mice that only remove or express the protein
following a specific treatment [3]. This procedure prevents compensation of function during development,
but it is very time consuming and, technically, difficult to achieve. On the other hand, RNAi technology
is considered to be a useful approach to study the role
of various proteins in neuronal physiology because it
is very specific and its acute effects preclude compensatory effects of other proteins for the function of the
removed protein (Fig. 1). However, siRNA technology
has scarcely been used in neurons due to the initial
low efficiency of the non-viral vectors used to deliver
siRNA to neural tissue. This has led to the use of viral
vectors to transfer genetic material, specifically short
hairpin RNA (shRNA) that has displayed the highest
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Fig. 1. Mechanism of action of siRNA. The nanoparticle complexed with siRNA is taken up by the cell through an endocytosis mechanism. The
complex escapes from the endosome and the siRNA is released to the cytosol. Once released, the siRNA is incorporated into the RISC complex
where it interacts with its target mRNA causing the cleavage of the later.

transfer efficiency to introduce siRNA into neural cells
achieving around 80% inhibition of specific protein
levels [4]. However, the use of viral vectors has different drawbacks such as: a) technical difficulties in
producing the vectors; b) the high cost of production; c)
the production of neutralizing antibodies which limits
their effectiveness either by a humoral response following repeated administrations of the viral vector [5]
or by the presence of a prior infection like in the case of
the use of adeno-associated virus [6]; and d) safety concerns like the occurrence of insertional mutagenesis
during human gene therapy trials [7]. These drawbacks
represent a barrier to the use of viral vectors and were
aggravated by the death of patients participating in clinical trials using these vectors [8–10]. This has posed a
serious limitation to the use of this strategy for human
use leading to the research on nanoparticles (NPs) as an
alternative method for delivering RNAi to mammalian
cells.

NPs are very diverse chemical structures that share
specific properties due to their nanometric size (one
nm to one m). A common feature of all nanomaterials is their large ratio of surface area to volume,
which may be orders of magnitude greater than that
of macroscopic materials. Their properties include
interaction with many biological molecules including
proteins and nucleic acids. Therefore, the use of NPs
has been proposed to overcome the problems generated
by the use of viral vectors. Initially, NPs demonstrated
lower transfection efficiency than viral vectors in the
nervous system [11]. However, new chemical functionalizations have markedly improved the efficacy
of NPs in transfecting genetic material to neuronal
cells. Recently, useful reviews of the use of various
NPs to transfect genetic material have been published
[12–15].
This review focuses on the use of various types
of NPs such as inorganic NPs, natural polymers,
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Fig. 2. Scheme showing the different types of nanoparticles covered in this review. The size of each individual nanoparticle varies but it is
smaller than 100 nm.

cationic lipids, polyethylenimine (PEI) derivatives,
dendrimers, and carbon-based NPs (Fig. 2) as genetic
material delivery agents and their toxicity in the nervous system.

GENERAL ASPECTS OF BIOLOGICAL
BARRIERS CROSSING BY
NANOPARTICLES
To achieve its function as a gene delivery carrier
for the central nervous system (CNS), delivery agents
in general and NPs in particular must: a) cross one
or several membrane layers (e.g., mucosa, epithelium,
endothelium); b) be internalized into the CNS by crossing the blood-brain barrier (BBB) or by travelling
through nerve terminals; c) diffuse through the neuronal or glial cytoplasmic membrane; d) escape from
encapsulation in organelles; and e) release their genetic
material cargo. These two later actions are specific for
NPs since viruses are not generally encapsulated in
intracellular organelles and do no release their genetic
cargo but rather synthesize it. In addition, premature
degradation of the NP and its cargo before it reaches
its intracellular target must be prevented (Fig. 3).
There are two important aspects to be considered
in order to achieve effective NP delivery of genetic

material to CNS cells: BBB crossing and endosomal
escape.
BBB crossing
BBB crossing is perhaps the main bottleneck for the
transfection of neurons in vivo. This section will focus
on a short description of the BBB, since recent reviews
have specifically covered this subject [16]. The BBB is
a physical barrier that limits brain uptake of therapeutic drugs (Fig. 4). Neurotropic viruses like those used
as delivery vectors for genetic material gain access
to the CNS either by using the neuronal network and
the axonal transport or by invading the CNS from the
bloodstream. On the other hand, the main process used
by nanocarriers to cross the BBB is called transcytosis (direct penetration) [17], which is partly prevented
by the activity of efflux pumps such as p-glycoprotein
[18].
However, NPs may also cross this barrier by simple
diffusion (adsorptive transcytosis) or by receptormediated endocytosis. In the case of simple diffusion,
only small compounds and highly hydrophobic compounds smaller than 600 Da can cross the BBB.
Endothelial cells of the BBB are characterized by a
lack of fenestrations, diminished pinocytic activity, and
the presence of tight junctions, that together result in
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Fig. 3. Intracellular fate of the nanoparticle/siRNA complex. Once taken up by the endosomes, the nanoparticle can either escape from the
lysomes releasing it in the cytosol or be degraded, together with its cargo, by the lysosomes.

Fig. 4. Blood-brain barrier crossing mechanisms used by nanoparticles.
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very low paracellular permeability, blocking access
of NPs to the CNS [19, 20]. However, several NPs
can transiently and reversibly open the tight junctions
thus increasing the paracellular permeability of the
endothelial cells and the perycites, the specialized cells
that surround the brain capillaries [21]. Nevertheless,
tight junctions can be opened up to 20 nm wide [22],
and thus, only NPs smaller than this size may use
this pathway to penetrate into the brain through the
BBB. It is important to note that several CNS diseases
(infection or multiple sclerosis) as well as some solid
tumors (glioblastomas) may also lead to some loss of
BBB integrity, thus facilitating NPs entry into the brain
parenchyma.
A useful approach to increase BBB crossing by NPs
has consisted in coupling to them different ligands like
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), lactoferrin (Lf) [23], the
peptide angiopep-2 [24], transferrin (Tf) [25], and thiamine [26], suggesting that these molecules play a
critical role in the endocytosis of these NPs by the
brain vascular endothelial cells [27–29]. The conjugation of different NPs to specific ligands to facilitate
BBB crossing represents a clear advantage of NPs over
the viral vectors that cannot be coupled to targeting
molecules. So it has been shown that NPs conjugated
with Tf increased the penetration through the BBB
and the delivery of different molecules to the brain
[30]. Moreover, D-glucosamine-modified NPs were
able to deliver a significant amount of methotrexate
to the CNS following intravenous administration [31].
Similar results on BBB crossing have been reported
for Lf [23] and angiopep-2 [24] modified NPs. Additional strategies to increase BBB crossing and delivery
to neurons have been developed including coupling
of the NPs to a peptide derived from the rabies
virus [32] and what is known as a “Trojan horse”
effect where modified NPs were used to internalize
an antiretroviral drug (indinavir) into bone-marrowderived macrophages allowing these indinavir-loaded
macrophages to reach easily the brain and release there
the active drug [33].
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Therefore, NPs, as other molecules, internalized by
endocytosis are generally enclosed in vesicles from
which they must escape, to find the target sites for their
cargo, before they enter the lysosomes where the low
pH and the high concentration of degrading enzymes
can inactivate the NPs and their cargo. In this regard,
positively charged NPs such as PEI and dendrimers are
more efficient transfection agents, as they are able to
escape from endosomes in neurons [37–39].
One of the proposed mechanisms for endosomal
escape is the “proton sponge” hypothesis, which indicates that the endosomal pH decreases due to the
positive charges of the NPs, resulting in water entry and
osmotic swelling, leading to vacuole disruption and
the cytoplasmic release of the NP and its cargo [37].
This would suggest that positively charged NPs have
an advantage as transfection agents over other types of
NPs [40]. However, the “proton-sponge” effect cannot
explain the endosomal/lysosomal escape for all types
of NPs. Those NPs taken up by a caveolae-mediated
mechanism (CvME) avoid the lysosomes. To take
advantage of this property, NPs are coupled to ligands
known to be internalized by this pathway. Therefore,
modification of the surface of NPs with the TAT protein
or LDL has been used to increase the uptake of NPs
by several cells [41, 42] through mechanisms involving macropinocytosis, clathrin-mediated endocytosis
(CME), and CvME [43]. In addition, NPs coated with
the cationic lipid stearylamine showed increased and
faster uptake by cells using the CME pathway [44].
On the other hand, drugs and genetic material must be
released quickly from the delivery system, since endocytic internalization is a fast process. To achieve this
release, several approaches have been used including
pH sensitive bonds which are stable at physiological
pH, but upon acidification in the endosomes they are
hydrolized, destabilizing the molecule and releasing
the associated cargo [45]. In addition, ligands such as
DOPE (dioleoylphosphatidylethanolamine) and thiol
groups have been shown to promote leakage of the
NPs from the endosomes [46] increasing transfection
efficiency.

Endosomal escape
The other major limiting step in the use of NPs in
the CNS is endosomal escape [34], a common barrier
for the transfection of practically every cell type. Thus,
differences in intracellular trafficking can occur mainly
based on the different uptake mechanisms used by the
NPs [35], although NPs may also enter into cells via a
common entry mechanism and subsequently be sorted
into various cellular routes after internalization [36].

NANOPARTICLES USED FOR CNS
DELIVERY OF GENETIC MATERIAL
In the 1980 s, a number of new techniques were
devised to introduce foreign DNA into eukaryotic cells.
Initially, the most commonly used techniques were
DNA/calcium phosphate co-precipitation or methods
based on the use of lipids or high molecular weight
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polycations such as dextran. However these methods showed high variability depending on cell type
and high toxicity in primary cultures. The maximum
transfection efficiency obtained in mice hypothalamic
neurons using these methods ranged from 3.5% to
6.5% for electroporation followed by DEAE-Dextran
treatment.
Inorganic nanoparticles
Inorganic NPs are nanostructures of varying size
and shape and porosity, which can be engineered
to evade the reticuloendothelial system or to protect
an entrapped molecular payload from degradation or
denaturation [47]. They include silica and calcium
phosphate as well as several magnetic compounds
[48–50].
Silica-coated NPs are biocompatible structures that
have been used for various biological applications
including artificial implants [51] and for drug delivery because of their defined structures, high stability,
surface properties, and biocompatibility [52, 53].
Furthermore, silica has been used to improve the
biocompatibility (which is a general problem for all
nanomaterials interacting with biological tissues) of
other types of NPs used as non-viral delivery systems
[54]. Several studies have examined the viability of
this type of NP as a gene delivery system in various
CNS cell types, although only limited efficiency has
been achieved [55], suggesting that this kind of NP
should be modified to be more useful for genetic material delivery to the nervous system. More recently, it has
been reported that mesoporous silica NPs loaded with
a second generation poly(amidoamine) (G2-PAMAM)
dendrimer show gene transfection efficiency in vitro
in glial cells [56]. Besides classic inorganic NPs, new
biocompatible magnetic NPs have the potential to be
used to deliver genetic material to neural cells because,
following endovenous administration, they can reach
the CNS without apparent toxicity [57, 58] and have
shown effectiveness in vitro [59].
Natural polymers
The more widely used natural polymers are chitosan and collagen. Chitosans are naturally derived
cationic polysaccharides that are highly attractive as
drug and gene delivery candidates [60] mainly due to
their biodegradability and safety. However, the transfection efficiency obtained using these polymers is very
low [61]. Collagen is another important natural polymer that has been used for DNA delivery. Using a

complex of pDNA and atelocollagen (a modified form
of collagen) is possible, but even when an implanted
pellet prolonged the residence time of applied pDNA
[62], the effectiveness for DNA transfection was low.
Cationic lipid-based nanoparticles
Cationic lipid-based vectors include liposomes,
micelles and solid lipid NPs (SLNs), with liposomes
the most commonly used. Their structure involves a
cationic head group, a linker, and a hydrophobic part,
which allow them to generate spherical structures with
an aqueous core and a diameter of about 200 nm [63].
This type of NP has been widely used to transfect
nucleic acids into mitotic cells [64], although when
used in neurons, transfection efficiency is low [38,
65]. Liposomes are lipidic vesicles, formed by one or
several phospholipids bilayers surrounding an aqueous
core. The amphiphilic nature of liposomes, their ease of
surface modification, and their good biocompatibility
profile make them an appealing solution for increasing
the circulating half-life of the generally hydrophilic
cargo molecules. The molecules remain encapsulated
in the aqueous interior, or in hydrophobic compounds,
which may escape encapsulation through diffusion out
of the phospholipid membrane [66, 67]. This kind of
cationic lipid-based NP has not made a significant medical impact yet, although they have been extensively
employed in cosmetic products [67]. Presumably, the
lack of widespread medical impact is due to their limited biological stability. Moreover, the mean size of
the liposomes (about 200 nm) may also limit their ability to breach the BBB and to be internalized by most
of the endocytotic pathways, although these issues
have been avoided by using liposomes modified with
Tf, antibody fragments to the Tf receptor, PEG, and
TAT peptides [68–71]. Some studies have shown that
certain genes can be delivered into the brain using liposomes. The first in vivo study appeared in 1990 and
showed that direct administration of liposome-DNA
complexes into the brain of vertebrates lead to successful transfection of neurons [72]. Later, direct brain
injection of a liposomal complex carrying a plasmid
encoding tyrosine hydroxylase (TH), in an experimental model of Parkinson’s disease in rats, resulted in
improvement in the animals [73, 74]. Similar studies transfected a gene encoding neurotrophic growth
factor, using cationic liposomes modified with several
molecules such as cholesterol and Tf, with relatively
good results in alleviating neuronal injury [75, 76].
Several attempts have been made to improve liposomemediated gene delivery to the brain including coupling
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Tf [70] or monoclonal antibodies (immunoliposomes)
directed against either the Tf receptor or the insulin
receptor. The latter were effective in carrying a plasmid DNA encoding an EGFR antisense after parenteral
administration in mice bearing U87 xenografted brain
tumors [77]. These results were confirmed in other
studies in which immunoliposomes carrying a short
hairpin RNA targeting EGFR mRNA were used in a
brain glioma model [78, 79].
Solid lipid NPs are considered safe and useful materials for non-viral delivery systems [80] and have been
also used as brain delivery systems in CNS cells in
vitro and in vivo [81–83]. However, some of these NPs
need to be stabilized, using molecules such us lecithins,
polysorbates, poloxamers, derivatized fatty acids, and
their combinations in order to be useful as brain delivery systems [84, 85]. After modification, solid lipid
microemulsions loaded with iron oxide systemically
injected in rats can cross the BBB and accumulate in
the brain [86]. In addition, other SLNs modified with
biocompatible materials have shown significant brain
uptake and have been proposed for gene delivery to the
brain [26, 87].
Polyethylenimine-derived nanoparticles
The most widely used polymeric NP used for gene
delivery is PEI [88], although other biodegradable
polymers such as poly(butyl cyanoacryalate) have been
used as non-viral vectors in the brain [89, 90]. In addition, there are other polyesters officially approved for
clinical use such as copoly lactic acid/glycolic acid and
poly lactic acid, which have low toxicity and are potentially useful for gene delivery to the brain [91, 92].
PEI is produced by the polymerization of aziridine
and has been used to transfect genetic material into
various cell types both in vitro and in vivo [37, 88].
The polymer exists in two forms: the linear form and
the branched form, and the branched structure is more
efficient in condensing nucleic acids than linear PEIs
[93]. These NPs are protonated as result of the decrease
in endosomal pH, leading to disruption of the vacuoles and the subsequent release of the NPs and their
cargo [37, 94]. This ability to escape from the endosomes as well as the ability to form stable complexes
with genetic material provides the foundation for its
use as a gene delivery vector [37]. However, its use is
still hampered by relatively low transfection efficiency,
short duration of gene expression, and elevated toxicity
when compared to viral transfection vehicles [95, 96].
In neurons, the first studies obtained with these NPs
showed a transfection efficiency of about 9–15% [95,
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96]. This transfection efficiency can be increased if PEI
NPs are modified with hydrophobic molecules, such as
cholesterol, to form water-soluble lipopolymers, which
can be taken up by neurons through receptor-mediated
endocytosis [97]. In addition, other molecules including the nerve growth factor loop 4 hairpin structure,
Tf, botulinum toxin, or tetanus toxin have been successfully added to PEI-based NPs to form polyplexes
showing higher transfection efficiency in CNS cells
[98–101]. Covalent modifications of the PEI surface
with PEG derivatives have been also used to reduce
NP liver uptake and to increase their persistence in
peripheral circulation [102–104]. On the other hand,
surfactants have been incorporated into NPs to increase
PEI blood levels as well as their accumulation in other
organs such as the brain [105, 106]. PEI-based vectors
have been used to deliver oligonucleotides [107], plasmid DNA [108] and RNA, and intact ribozymes [109]
to non-neural cells with varying efficiency depending
on the structure of the NP.
PEI-based NPs have shown efficiency in in vivo
gene delivery in the brain, producing transgene expression in cortical neurons [88]. These effects have been
confirmed in studies in which intraventricular injection of PEI-DNA complexes resulted in diffusion of
the complexes from the injection site to the entire
brain ventricular space, transfecting neurons in several brain areas [110]. On the other hand, the injection
of PEI/DNA complexes into cerebrospinal fluid or
into the lateral ventricle produces a distribution of
gene expression within both sides of the brain [110,
111]. Other administration routes such as the lumbar subarachnoid space have also provided enhanced
transgene expression in the spinal cord [112, 113].
However, the main drawback of this type of NP is that
it requires in situ injection in the brain to be effective.
Limited transfection can be obtained taking advantage
of the ability of PEI-based NPs alone or in complex
with other type of NPs that display trans-synaptic
retrograde transport along neurites. These NPs travel
from peripheral nerve terminals to neuronal cell bodies in the CNS (as occurs with the transport of some
pathogens and toxins), where they can deliver therapeutic agents [114]. Moreover, PEI/DNA complexes
have been injected into the tongue, achieving retrograde axonal transport to hypoglossal motoneurons of
the brain stem [115].
Dendrimers
Dendrimers are polymer-based molecules with a
symmetrical structure in precise sizes and shapes as
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well as terminal group functionality. They have been
used for numerous applications including gene delivery, catalysis, and electronics [116]. These NPs contain
three distinct regions: a) central core (a single atom or
a group of atoms having two or more identical chemical functionalities); b) branches emanating from the
core, which are composed of repeat units with at least
one branching junction whose repetition is organized
in a geometric progression that results in a series of
radially concentric layers; and c) terminal functional
groups. These groups are located on the exterior of
the macromolecule and facilitate interactions with solvents, surfaces, or other molecules. Increased growth
is defined in terms of ‘generation number’, with each
generation of dendrimer characterized in terms of size,
shape, molecular weight, and number of surface functional groups.
Dendrimers bind to nucleic acids, when peripheral
groups that are positively-charged at physiological pH
interact with the negatively-charged phosphate groups
of the nucleic acids [117]. Dendrimers have a good toxicity profile, although toxicity increases as a function
of the number of terminal amino groups and positive
charge density, in other words, as a function of generation number. Although they share a general chemical
structure (central core and branches), dendrimers differ markedly in their chemical structure, which leads
to differences in their ability to cross biological barriers and their effectiveness as genetic material delivery
agents to the nervous system. Dendrimers can also be
useful to either facilitate or prevent genetic material
delivery to the cell nucleus. Thus fourth generation
(G4) polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimers have
been coupled to dexamethasone to facilitate nuclear
transport of the corticoid/dendrimer complex [118]. On
the other hand, 17␤ estradiol was coupled to a sixth
generation (G6) PAMAM dendrimer that, due to its
size, cannot enter the nucleus, to study the extranuclear actions of the estrogen on intracellular calcium
oscillations in primate luteinizing hormone releasing
hormone-1 neurons [119]. Another interesting application of dendrimers is their use as biosensors. In this
field, a G4-PAMAM dendrimer containing encapsulated Au has been used to detect ␣-synuclein [120].
However, the most interesting application of dendrimers is as gene delivery vectors. In vitro, various
dendrimers have shown the ability to efficiently deliver
siRNA to cultured neuronal cells. A carbosilane dendrimer was used to deliver siRNA to cultured rat
cortical neurons. At 18 h post-transfection, approximately 85% of the neurons contained fluoresceinlabeled siRNA/dendrimer complex. Analysis of the

target protein (hypoxia-inducible factor-1␣) showed
a reduction of about 80% of the total protein content with no toxic effects on the neurons [121].
Furthermore, to increase NP entry into neurons, dendrimers have been covalently linked to rabies virus
glycoprotein peptide (RVG29) [32] and they have
been modified with arginine [122]. In this regard,
an arginine-modified PAMAM dendrimer has been
reported to produce siRNA delivery and transfection
levels of 35–40% in primary cortical neurons, levels significantly higher than that obtained with other
NP types such as cationic lipid-based NPs and PEIbased NPs [122]. More recently, another study reported
that PAMAM dendrimers modified with arginine allow
siRNA delivery to a primary culture of mixed cortical cells containing neurons and glia, thereby resulting
in a reduction of about 80% in High Mobility Group
Box 1 (HMGB1) protein levels 12 h post-transfection
[123]. A new hybrid dendrimer (TRANSGEDEN) that
combines a conjugated rigid polyphenylenevinylene
(PPV) core with flexible PAMAM branches at the
surface can deliver specific siRNA to decrease cofilin1 levels in rat cerebellar granular neurons to about
20% of control values without apparent signs of toxicity [124]. Moreover, this dendrimer has been used
to deliver siRNA to cortical neurons and efficiently
knock down cofilin-1 and the phosphatase Slingshot
1 L (SSH-1 L), unveiling a key role for cofilin in excitotoxic death, which requires activation by SSH-1 L,
but not by chronophin phosphatase [125]. In addition, beclin-1 knock down using a specific siRNA
delivered by the TRANSGEDEN dendrimer, potentiated NMDA-induced neuronal death, indicating that
autophagy plays a protective role during excitotoxicity and suggesting that targeting autophagy might
be a helpful therapeutic strategy in neurodegenerative disorders [39]. Finally, in a different approach,
dendrimer-conjugated elongated magnetofluorescent
particles (nanoworms) have been used to deliver
siRNA in vitro. Using this approach, it has been shown
that these dendrimers carrying siRNA against the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) reduced protein
levels in human glioblastoma cells by 70 to 80%, which
is 2.5-fold more efficiently than commercial cationic
lipid-based NPs [126]. However, they required intracerebral application to be partially efficient in vivo.
Dendrimers have been also modified for their use
in vivo as delivery agents using some of the modifications described above for facilitating BBB crossing.
Some of them include coupling to specific ligands
such as thiamine or Tf [25, 71, 127]. Also, PAMAM
dendrimers have been modified with Angiopep-2, Tf,
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or lactoferrin to efficiently deliver genetic material
to brain tissue in vivo after intravenous administration [24, 128, 129]. Another approach consists of
using intranasal delivery of a PAMMAM degradable
dendrimer coupled to siRNA to decrease HMGB1
expression in the brain, leading to a decrease in infarct
volume in a model of middle cerebral artery occlusion
[130].

Carbon-based nanoparticles
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are cylindrical nanostructures, composed of one (single-walled CNTs) or
several (multi-walled CNTs) graphene sheets rolled
concentrically and closed at each end by hemispherical
fullerene caps (Figure 2). They have a radius of a few
nanometers and are characterized by a high aspect ratio
and variable length, usually below 1 m. CNTs have
various uses in neuroscience, including their potential in the development of a variety of miniaturized
devices [131], the generation of neural interfaces [132],
and novel molecular sensing [133], as well as genetic
material delivery [134]. Furthermore, biocompatible
platforms to support their growth in cultured cortical
neurons have been prepared using CNTs [135–137].
CNTs have large internal volumes and the external
surface can easily be functionalized. While they are
promising for pharmaceutical applications, human tolerance of these compounds remains unknown, because
they have two main disadvantages: a lack of solubility
and potential toxicity due primarily to their needle-like
shape and biopersistence, since they cannot be metabolized due to their graphitic nature [138]. Extensive
research into the biocompatibility and toxicity of CNTs
is ongoing.
Carbon nanohorns represent a new class of carbonbased NPs. They were discovered in 1999 by
Iijima et al. [139]. They belong to the fullerene family and have large surface areas, a diameter of 2–3 nm
and an average length of 30–50 nm, and can be prepared with high purity. Due to strong van der Waals
forces, they form unique nanoscale spherical dahlialike assemblies with a large number of horn-shaped,
short, single-layered nanotubes that protrude in all
directions. These structures show high adsorbability for therapeutic drugs, genes, or proteins due to
their large surface area and large number of cavities. However, their efficiency as synthetic vehicles for
intracellular delivery is limited because of their insolubility in water and their strong tendency to agglomerate
into micron size structures [140, 141].
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CONCLUSIONS
Nanomedicine and NPs will form the foundation
for the therapeutic administration of genetic material
to the nervous system, which is one of the frontiers
of modern medicine. However, before success can
be achieved, NP development must overcome several
challenges including: a) better biocompatibility; b)
BBB crossing; c) selective cellular delivery; and d)
increased efficiency by improving endosomal escape.
Among these difficulties, BBB crossing is currently
the most important to overcome, to boost of the use of
NPs to study the physiology, or to treat pathologies of
the CNS. Currently, the addition of BBB-permeating
peptides seems to be the most promising approach,
but caution should be maintained because of possible
modification of the biodistribution of the original
NP after attachment of peptides. However, the most
challenging task in terms of NP design will be the
selective targeting of NPs and their cargo to specific
cell types. This task is highly complex in the CNS
due to the lack of knowledge of the differential
characteristics between neuronal types, which may be
useful for specific delivery of the NPs and their cargo.
The proper design of NPs to overcome these problems will lead to generalized use of RNAi technology.
This technology can selectively inhibit the expression
of proteins involved in signaling pathways activated
during the development of CNS diseases, proteins that
cannot easily be inhibited by traditional drugs. Current
data strongly support the idea that dendrimers are the
most promising NPs to achieve this goal.
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